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The Cat in the Hat, Sally, and Dick take an undersea voyage aboard the S.S. Undersea Glubber!

Traveling down from the Sunny Zone to the Dark Zone to the Trench at the bottom, Captain Cat and

his crew get up close and personal with the different life forms found at each level of the ocean.

Along the way, they meet sharks, jellyfish, dolphins, manatees, whales, and sea cucumbers, to

name just a few!
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I found this book at an aquarium, and bought it as a gift for my 4 y.o. son and 2 y.o. daughter. Too

often, books about nature or science for the younger set give too little info (just pictures and names)

or the info is just plain inaccurate. Meanwhile, the books for grade schoolers are too complex (and

too long for mom to read as a bedtime story.) This book fills the gap perfectly. It gives honest

information in a fun, rhyming format. I am here at .com to see what else I can find in this series,

which I had never seen before. I am sure to buy more of these.

Dr Seuss books have done it again. In this magical adventure you get to learn about all kids of sea

creatures and the different levels of the ocean. It is a must have for anyone who has children tha



love Marine Life. My daughter has this book memorized from cover to cover and it is so factual. I

highly recommend this book to any parent or educator. Not only is it fun, but very educational. I

learned a lot also!

My son loves all kinds of animals and fish are no different. He read this book at school and had to

have it for home. Although some of the the vocab is a bit challenging for a first grader, he is so into

the book that he pushes through all the hard words so he can finish reading. Very fun and

educational.

This is a very interesting read, with one issue. Maybe this sounds petty, but in one part, the book

talks about the Cat in the Hat's ship being made of shark skin. There's a lot of issues with illegal

shark fishing. I changed the wording in the book when I read it to be "shark-like" skin. We are in

Hawaii and take marine life seriously here. Otherwise it's a good book. Not our top five Cat in the

Hat ones we read but my kids ask for it fairly frequently.

Wow! I love this book! The Cat in the Hat takes us on an educational tour under the sea, the way

Mrs. Frizzle did in the Magic School Bus. Only these books, although written with a controlled

vocabulary, rhyme and are fun to read too! "The jellyfish is a most interesting fella. He looks kind of

like a transparent umbrella! Stay away from his tentacles (those long stingy things). They stun prey

by giving off hundreds of stings!" I can't wait for the rest of the series to come out. This book is a

perfect combo of great subject matter presented with real reading fun.

This was another great find for our Ocean week theme for homeschooling. Wish for a Fish was

another fun book to read. I am glad I bought this book as well to add to our collection at home. My

son loved it very much.

What a great little book. These dr. Seuss Cat in the Hat learning libraries books are great for any

school-age children's home library or even a school would be great. This one, Wish for a Fish was

very informative about sea life. I thought it was going to talk about more of all kinds of fish but it

mostly just talked about the ocean and the different levels and also the different species that live

within it. It kind of disappointed me in the fact that it talked about some animals that we're not

actually fish and discluded some fish that live in rivers and ponds etc. That being said it still had a lot

of information that was very interesting and kept my three-year-old on her toes. It was short but not



too short and long enough to read a bed time.

I didn't realize that there were Dr. Seuss books with legitimate information! Not only are these books

packed with facts, they also recommend additional books for different age groups to coincide with

the topic. They make it so easy to create a focus around a particular theme. Although the content is

pretty full, I highly recommend for younger readers too ( mine are 3 and 20 months).
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